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Executive Biography
There is a relatively small segment of leaders in the business world; individuals who seem able to build relationships,
trust, and rapport with almost anyone, and then are able to broker the relationships and make connections between
people, creating partnerships and alliances, and motivating forward momentum to ‘get things done.’
Thomas Madbury is one of those people, and ‘getting things done’ and driving results—through collaboration,
partnerships, and relationships—as a senior manager in the healthcare industry, is what he is all about. With an
enthusiastic and genuinely friendly attitude, Thomas radiates a sincere passion for delivering value and benefits to his
customers.
A Registered Nurse (RN) by training, Thomas earned his B.S. in Nursing at Xxxxxx College in 1987, and spent four
years as a staff nurse at a 450-bed acute care hospital in Xxxx, Xxxxxxx, before making the life-changing decision
that he could make a larger, positive impact on more people if he moved into administration and nursing
management. After returning to school and earning his M.S. in Nursing Administration (Magna cum Laude) from
Xxxxx University, Thomas’s career quickly accelerated over the next 16 years to the executive level, and has
expanded far beyond management of nursing and other direct care clinics to leadership in large, multi-state regions
of a $22 billion alliance of 2,400 not-for-profit healthcare organizations (Xxxxxx.).
Promoted twice in his ten-year tenure with Xxxxxx, culminating in a VP position, Thomas’s contributions centered
on spearheading development and delivery of supply chain group purchasing services and clinical/operational
programs and improvement activities. But more importantly, they focused on building long-lasting, loyal
relationships within the C-suite of member hospitals, on developing programs to meet market demands and help
deepen market penetration, and on coordinating teams of supply chain experts, strategic business partners, account
executives, and clinical performance and member relations staff to deliver programs, services, and tailored customer
solutions.
Prior to Xxxx, Thomas worked as a director of the 326-bed acute care Xxxxx Medical Center in the Xxxxx area.
Promoted twice in four years at that company, in his final role he managed start-up and daily operations of 7 total
primary and urgent care clinics generating aggregated annual revenue of $15 million and with leadership
responsibility over a clinical and administrative staff of 55.
Throughout it all, Thomas has repeatedly proved his ability to lead through diverse and challenging situations. As a
Six Sigma Black Belt Master, he is an excellent agent of change and has a documented track record of
accomplishments that include the turnaround of chaotic and struggling operations; start-up and management of new
healthcare facilities; creation and launch of new and improved educational, clinical, and operational programs; and
growth and expansion of mature, established operations.
Today, Thomas resides on Xxxxx, across the Xxxxxx Sound from Xxxxx, with his wife and son. He is seeking his
next opportunity and step in his executive career. As he has top-notch qualifications working across the entire
healthcare continuum—providers, payers, and customers—it is challenging to put his skills in a “box.” But what is
absolutely clear, is that he has a great deal of value to offer the right company, and while the actual job title may
vary, it will almost certainly include some combination of strategic planning, operations, partnership and alliance
building, account management and customer relations, marketing, and fundraising.
Thomas can be reach on his cell at 555.555.5555, in his home at 555.555.5555, or by email at email@yahoo.com.
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